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Abstract
This project aims to improve energy harvesting efficiency from an exercise machine.
Exercise machine energy harvesting has a small immediate impact but can eventually have an
immense impact. An elliptical exercise machine energy converter outputs 5V-60V whereas the
microinverters require approximately 36V. The buck boost DC-DC converter bridges the gap
between the microinverter and the elliptical machine. Increasing the buck-boost controller
efficiency increases power production. Greater power efficiency gives the whole system more
financial viability, and additionally makes it a greater sustainable energy source.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 introduces this project and its motivation.
This project is one of many in the ongoing EHFEM (Energy Harvesting From Exercise
Machines) advised by David Braun for the Cal Poly REC Center. This system helps Cal Poly
further their goal of greater sustainability [9]. The world has a growing need to find alternate
ways to produce sustainable energy [8]. Harvesting energy from exercise machines capitalizes
on the preexisting patterns people have and using their habits to provide supplemental power
to the grid [4]. A 30-minute workout produces about 50 Watt-hours of electrical energy [13].
Capitalizing on people working out is a nearly untapped sustainable energy source opportunity.
Driving innovation in sustainable energy progresses towards minimizing ecological impact and
preserving the earth.
This project consists of making a DC-DC buck boost converter for converting energy
harvested from an exercise machine and making it usable for the electrical grid. Capitalizing on
an unused avenue for energy makes Cal Poly more sustainable. The exercise machine energy
harvester first stage outputs 5V-60V [9]. The final stage is an Enphase M215 Microinverter.
These microinverters have an input voltage range from 16V – 48V with maximum efficiency at
36V [5]. The machine harvester output range and the input range of the microinverter
necessitate a DC-DC converter to bridge the gap between them.
This project builds on the senior project by David Bolla where he also designed a DC-DC
Buck boost converter with a similar controller. He had issues with a working board due in large
part to PCB design and implementation [6]. Due to errors in PCB design and soldering
components he was unable to produce a working prototype. Improving the PCB design and
assembly is a key focus of this project.
The next chapter focuses on the requirements and specifications of the device.
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Chapter 2: Customer Needs Assessment
Chapter 2 describes the specifications of the device and why they are important.
This project targets gym owners and exercise machine owners. Creating a system that
appeals to the machine owners would allow them to further contribute towards making a more
sustainable grid. Making a cost and energy efficient design appeals to customers. An efficient
converter maximizes the rate of the return on investment for the customer. Removing any
entry barriers to customers allows for a more appealing system. A large up-front investment
puts up another entry barrier to potential customers. Third, the converter should not interfere
with the user in any way. This means creating a space efficient and safe final product.

Requirements and Specifications
The DC-DC allows for the process of converting exercise machine energy into usable
electrical energy. Increasing system efficiency allows it to pay itself off in a reasonable amount
of time. It must also take an input of 5V-60V and output a constant 36V for the microinverter[5]. This would ensure efficient micro-inverter operation. To accomplish the safety
requirements, this system must also handle large voltage spikes and limit user accessibility
during use. Table 1 below shows the requirements and specifications that describe the working
device. The table shows the specifications that the DC-DC converter must accomplish for this
project. Table 2 below shows the estimated time frame of deliverables for this project. As I
complete this project I will follow those dates for each project milestone.
TABLE I
DC-DC Buck-Boost Converter Design for Energy Harvesting from Exercise Equipment
REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Marketing
Engineering
Requirements
Specifications
1,2
DC-DC converter input voltages
range from 5V-60V [6]
1,5

1,4,5
2

Justification

DC-DC converter can take in the
possible output from the exercise
machine
DC-DC converter outputs 36V ±1V[6] Allows micro-inverters to work as
efficiently as possible for production
of usable energy.
DC-DC converter inputs current up
Ensures safe current levels for the
to 6.5A and outputs current up to 6A converter during typical use
DC-DC converter system costs less
This ensures that the system returns
than $300
on investment

2

4

4,3

DC-DC converter able to operate
with a voltage spike up to 150V for 3
seconds[6]
DC-DC converter measures less than
half a cubic foot[7]

4,5

Gives protection against unexpected
surges and adds to the overall
durability of the system.
This allows installation inside of the
elliptical machine so that it does not
interfere with the user.
Allows for easy installation and
increases ease of use
Machine complies with IEEE 1547.

DC-DC converter board has built in
connectors
4
Wiring and converter remain
inaccessible to the user during use
1,2
Converter works at 95% efficiency
Ensures the system improves on past
for the Pout to Pin
designs
Marketing Requirements
1. Efficient DC-DC conversion
2. Returns investment through lifetime
3. Does not interfere with the user experience
4. System does not add any risk to the user
5. Usable output for rest of energy harvesting system

TABLE II
DC-DC Buck-Boost Converter Design for Energy Harvesting from Exercise Equipment
DELIVERABLES
Delivery
Deliverable Description
Date
4/16/20
Design Review
6/14/20
EE 461 demo
6/14/20
Board Layout
6/14/20
EE 461 report
12/06/20
EE 462 demo
12/06/20
ABET Sr. Project Analysis
12/7/20
EE 462 Report

The next chapter goes into the project decomposition.
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Chapter 3: Functional Decomposition
Chapter 3 breaks down the DC-DC converter into the basic operating blocks.
Figure 1 below shows the level-0 decomposition of the DC-DC converter. This shows the
overall function of the DC-DC converter to take in 5V-60V and output 36V reliably.

Figure 1: Level-0 Block Diagram
The level 1 block diagram of the DC-DC buck boost converter shown in figure 2 includes
input protection for the circuit. The possibility of large current surges in this system and
protection to the rest of the energy harvesting system is a critical part of this system.

Figure 2: Level-1 Block Diagram
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Chapter 4: Project Planning
Chapter 4 overviews the planning and timing of each step of the project.
Most of the time is allocated towards researching how to properly make the first
version of the circuit. To properly make the first pass, simulation and research must have
enough consideration. After simulation, design of the first pass begins. Due to the error prone
nature of PCB design, time was given to PCB design. This takes about 3 weeks from many
different vendors and then time for testing. Finally considering the potential need for multiple
passes of the PCB with any unforeseen design issues. These factors culminate in the Gantt
Chart seen below. Covid-19 made maintaining this Gantt Chart timeline difficult and pushed
many things back.

Figure 3: Gantt Chart
Initial Cost Estimate
Initial costs are based on past related projects and experience having worked with PCB
manufacturers shown in table 3 below. Labor makes up most of the cost assuming working at a
$40/hour rate for the duration of the project. The different parts for the project make up the
rest of the cost.
Table 3: Cost Estimates
Item

Description

Cost

5

Labor

180 Hours

$7200

PCB Fabrication and
Assembly

Building the product for the
project

$200/assembly

PCB Parts

The components that go onto $20/assembly
the board

Total

Assuming 2 iterations of the
PCB assembly

$7640

The next chapter is on the initial simulations of the device.
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Chapter 5: Initial Simulations
This chapter overviews the troubleshooting, discovering and solving initial design problems.
Rather than start from scratch, this project started where David Bolla’s project left off.
David Bolla completed an identical project where he designed a DC-DC buck boost converter.
His project did not accomplish his goal due to a variety of factors. The main issues that he had
in his final design were shorts to ground in his PCB design. While testing his PCB, he found
many shorts to ground that he had overlooked which caused his design to fail. However, when
testing his LTSpice, other errors became apparent that he may have overlooked.

Figure 4: David Bolla’s Final Design [6]
Initially this schematic simulated as desired however, upon closer inspection, the power
dissapated by the different transistors labeled Q1-Q4 had astronomical amounts of power
dissapated. Figure 5 below shows the power through Q1 in the 60V corner case. In this case,
the power through Q1 peaks at over 5.6KW, which far exceeds the limit for a transistor of that
class. The BSZ100N06LS3 transistors are rated for a Ptot of 50W or 60W with 6cm2 of cooling
area. [14]
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Figure 5: Power through Q1(Blue) Vout(Black)
In every test case, each transistor displayed large power spikes for no obvious reason.
After some struggling and a desire to not reinvent the wheel, I did some further research on
other DC-DC switching converters. An article from Analog Devices details how to design a
switching converter and discusses how imbalances in the input and output capacitor filters
cause a larger inrush current [11]. This imbalance causes an inrush current through the
transistors on startup through Q1. Every input and load condition resulted in over 20A going
through Q1 and continuing through the other transistors on startup. Referencing the schematic
in Figure 4, C7 causes that imbalance, because C7 has a value of 330uF. Removing this
capacitor severely affects the smoothing of the output but lies still within the design
specifications. Removing that capacitor managed to solve the inrush current problem.
While the inrush from C7 caused the power through Q1, Q4 still had large power
dissipation. Figure 6 shows the power through Q4 with 5.1V input to the controller. The power
spikes exceed 1.3KW which exceeds the threshold for these transistors of 50W [14].
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Figure 6: Power through Q4(blue) Vout(black) C1=47nF
One major topic in the Analog Devices article is the Soft Start Feature in switching
converters. In the LT8390, the soft start feature affects how often the controller changes
states. The different states of the controller determine if it can Buck or Boost the voltage to
reach the desired voltage [11]. By changing the Soft Start of the device, the voltage reaches the
desired level more slowly, but the current and the power through the transistors drop
dramatically. In the schematic, C1 changes the Soft Start Feature in the LT8390. Figure 7 below
shows the results from changing C1 from 47nF to .3uF with the same 5.1V input. The Soft Start
Feature trades off speed to desired voltage and the rate that power passes through the
transistors. Figure 7 displays the result of balancing these tradeoffs.
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Figure 7: Power through Q4(blue) Vout(Black) C1=.3uF
Figures 6 and 7 differ in the times to reach 36V steady state and the power
dissipated in Q4. C1 was initially 47nF as a baseline following the datasheet. I changed it to
.3uF through trial and error [2]. In Figure 6, the voltage begins to rise at 12.6ms and reaches the
desired voltage at approximately 16ms with a total time just under 3.5ms shown by the black
line. However, Figure 6 shows that Q4 has power spikes up to 1.5KW. In Figure 7, the output
voltage does not begin to rise until about 18ms and does not reach 36V until about 36ms but,
more importantly, has a maximum power spike of 630W. Reducing C7 and increasing C1
reduced the power dissipated by about two thirds. The power dissipated was cut by about
This power will work for the transistors because the Ptot of 50W through the transistors is the
continuous power dissipated by the transistor [14]. The power spikes in these captures are
fractions of a millisecond and the average power dissipated is less than 50W. Discovering and
troubleshooting these various issues allowed for a thorough design of the schematic and leads
to a more robust and reliable design.
The next chapter takes what was learned from the initial simulations to make a final
schematic.
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Chapter 6: Final Simulations
This chapter outlines the final schematic and how it simulated given different inputs based on
recorded outputs from the elliptical machine.
Building on Figure 7 utilizing the Soft Start Feature, the power through Q4 and Q1 in the
corner cases remained slightly high. Placing a transistor in parallel with Q1 and Q4 splits the
current between the two. This ensures the power dissipated is within the ratings for the
transistors. Figure 8 shows the final LTSpice Schematic used for the project.

Figure 8: Final Schematic
Because Q1 and Q4 tend to take the brunt of any power surges, adding a second one in
parallel would allow them to survive the surges without changing the performance of the
controller. Figure 9 shows the power through Q5 and Q1 with 60V as the input with this final
design. Putting Q1 and Q5 splits the power dissipated by them.
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Figure 9 Final Power through Q5(Blue) Vout(Black)
Simulating the circuit with a realistic voltage input gives a better understanding of the
response of the whole system. I simulated how the DC-DC controller would perform based on
the Turner and Weiler 1uF filter output data shown in Figure 10.[12] This past experiment
collected data from the elliptical machine as CSV files. A 10Vpp 33.3KHz triangle wave with a
40V DC offset most accurately represents the output data from the elliptical machine. Figure
11 shows the estimated elliptical machine output more closely.

Figure 10: Estimated Elliptical Machine Output(Blue) and Vout(Black)
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Figure 11: Estimated Elliptical Output
This plot shows that the circuit can get up to steady state despite such an irregular
input. Simulating this in depth confirms that the design responds in the desired manner.
The results from these simulations show that this design works. The strain on each
component lies within the specifications for the different components and the design reaches
the design specifications. Furthermore, simulating a real-world signal with the design and
verify the response of the schematic gives the green light for PCB design. The lessons gained
from simulations include that specific regions and locations that have large amounts of power
passing through them. Thoroughness and critically testing every aspect of the design results in
a successful design.
The next chapter takes the final schematic and goes over the PCB design process for the
circuit.
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Chapter 7: PCB Design
This chapter outlines the PCB design process and revisions for the final product.
PCB design for power electronics requires extreme attention to detail and care put into every
design decision. Translating the Spice schematic into a PCB design program presents the first
challenge. I had experience in Eagle, so I chose Eagle as my PCB design software. Figure 12
below shows the schematic built in Eagle. The schematic requires the addition of test nodes
shown by the circles with a cross. These test nodes allow me to gather test data to measure
the performance of the device.

Figure 12: Eagle Schematic
Many of the components used in this design have unusual and not readily available footprints.
For example, the BSZ100N06LS3 transistor and the inductor do not have manufacturer supplied
footprints. Following each components datasheet allowed me to make each footprint in the
Eagle Library tool.
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Figure 13: Initial PCB Design
Figure 13 shows my initial PCB design. This design followed the PCB design guidelines of having
a power path with copper filled in everywhere possible and having a small signal ground and a
power ground connected in one place [15, 16]. The power path goes from the Vin node into
the transistors on the right of it and up through the inductor at the top and then back down to
the output node. Placement is based on performance in accordance with the data sheet for
each part and attempting to not break the ground plane in any way. This is a two-layer board
15

with the top layer in red and the bottom layer in blue. The bottom layer consists of a nearly
unbroken ground plane while the top layer consists of copper polygons for the power path. The
power path has no actual traces, but large polygons of filled in copper that connect each piece
of the power path.

Figure 14: Initial Design Ground Plane (Transistors 2&4 Circled in Red)
The main issue with this initial design was that the connection between the power ground and
the small signal ground was on the opposite side of the board from Q2 and Q4. These two
transistors both connect to ground and require a short return path for their performance. The
electrons would have to go all the way around the ground plane break to get back to the small
signal ground. Also, Braun advised me that I should make the connection wider for this design.
A short electron return path ensures good high-speed switching performance.
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Figure 15: Final Ground Plane
Figure 15 shows the final ground plane design. This design still isolates the small signal ground
and power ground, but the electron path is much shorter. This design will have much better
high frequency performance than the previous design.
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Figure 16: PCB Final Design
Figure 16 Shows the final PCB design for this project. The power path is the same but has the
altered ground planes. This design was sent to Advanced Circuits for both fabrication and
assembly. Having the PCB assembled in a factory would eliminate a large potential for error in
the final design. Assembling a PCB is very expensive but allows for much greater precision and
perfection in soldering each part. After sending Advanced Circuits the PCB, I would have to wait
the 3 week turn time to get the board.
18

Chapter 8: Test Plan
This chapter outlines my plan to test the board when it received from Advanced Circuits.
To properly test the board, I need to use the correct lab equipment. A 360W high-power supply
and an electronic load are required for the test procedure. For testing a power supply that can
supply similar amounts of power as the elliptical machine is required as well as a load that can
safely dissipate the power and maintain a constant resistance. Room 20-150 is equipped with
both a BK Precision 9153 power supply and a BK Precision 8514 electronic load that will allow
for the test procedure. During each test it is important to measure every possible point of data
so each of the test nodes that are on the board will be connected to an oscilloscope.
Table 4: Initial Test Cases
Input
Current
Load
Expected
Actual
Expected Actual I
Voltage (V)
Limit (A)
Resistance (Ω) Vout (V)
Vout (V)
I R1 Max R1 Max
(A)
(A)
10
2.5
1K
36
1.9
20
2.5
1K
36
1.8
30
2.5
500
36
1.9
40
2.5
500
36
3.15
50
2.5
100
36
3.9
5
2.5
1k
36
1.88
60
2.5
10
36
4.4
For this test procedure the electronic load will be in CR mode will ensure that even if the
voltage changes the resistance will remain constant for the test procedure. Initially the edge
cases will not be tested because those are the most likely to cause a failure in the device. It is
important to first prove that the device can both buck and boost and measure that output.
Then the edge cases can be tested to show that the design works within the design
specifications. After the initial test cases I would like to test the same triangle wave that was
shown in Chapter 6.
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Figure 17: LTSpice Schematic with Probes
Figure 17 above shows the LTSpice schematic with red probes to show where there are posts to
connect an oscilloscope. During testing an oscilloscope will be attached at each red post and
the output node to measure each different voltage. R1 and R2 are the sense resistors that the
controller uses to determine if the controller should Buck or Boost. R1 importantly will show us
the current through L1. If the current through L1 goes too high, it could cause the inductance
of L1 can change and the converter to fail. Figures 18-21 below show some captures of the
expected outputs with the given test cases. In each test case the current through does not
spike over 10A and the converter quickly rises to 36V.
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Figure 18. Vout Expected: Vin=10V Rload = 1K

Figure 19: R1 Expected Current: Vin=10V Rload = 1K
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Figure 20: Vout Expected: Vin=40V Rload = 500

Figure 21: R1 Expected Current: Vin = 40V Rload = 500
Due to Covid-19 Cal Poly prohibited all non-essential personnel from working on campus. To
test this project, I must quarantine and have a Covid-19 Safety plan. I had to receive special
permission to go onto campus to use the equipment required to test this project. To protect all
students and faculty, this project will be tested after Fall Quarter 2020 has completed during
the winter break.
The next chapter concludes the project and reviews topics from previous chapters.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
This chapter concludes the project reflects on the different chapters.
The changes that Covid-19 brought to life for everyone in 2020 delayed this project greatly.
Covid-19 caused a lot of issues for testing this project as well as getting the board built. This
high-power DC-DC converter requires proper lab equipment and the proper test facilities.
This project educated me on time management and project planning. Challenging me to
manage by myself and make sure that I allotted my time properly to reach the deadline. In
addition to time management this project taught the importance of checking your own work
twice to ensure perfection. Any mistakes in a project like this puts everything back two steps. I
enjoyed working with Professor Braun on this project because he kept me very accountable and
made sure that I constantly updated him with any progress that I made. Chapters 5 and 6
required me to learn how to simulate a more complicated system in LTSpice challenging my
knowledge in the program. Troubleshooting the simulation and then translating the final
schematic into a PCB was an interesting and challenging task. I am proud that I have the
simulation working properly and the converter works for every input that I give it. Senior
projects give students a great opportunity to complete a complex project that displays the
knowledge and proficiencies they acquire at Cal Poly.
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Appendix A. Senior Project Analysis
DC-DC Buck Boost Converter Design for Energy Harvesting From Exercise Equipment
Nicholas Serres
Dr. David Braun
Summary of Functional Requirements
This project grows on the past projects to create a complete energy harvesting system for an
elliptical machine. The DC-DC converter takes in a variable voltage from 5-60V and outputs
36±1V to a microinverter [7]. This allows for the most efficient power conversion.
Primary Constraints
Based on past projects, many issues arose regarding the PCB design with errors in the layout as
well as the actual assembly. In my approach, enough time has been allocated so that I can
achieve the goals of the project. Chapter 2 outlines the specification constraints for this
project. Ensuring a 36V±1V output for the input range with an acceptable current ensures the
machine works most efficiently [6].
Economic
The economic impact of this project is that it can generate power and saves money of the
course of its lifetime. An efficient design saves more power and has a faster return on
investment. Each unit costs about $220 to fully assemble each unit and then needs installation
which brings the total cost for each unit to about $300. This supports many jobs from the
manufacturing of all the components on the PCB and the PCB itself, but also a qualified
individual installing the unit. The costs for this project are primarily in the initial design and
prototyping stage. Larger scale production greatly reduces the price projection.
In addition to the economic impact of manufacturing, this project aims to have a positive
economic impact on the customers. Reducing a customers’ carbon footprint and reducing their
electrical bill [8]. Generating energy from a renewable source also generates revenue for the
customer.
If manufactured on a commercial basis
When producing on a larger scale the price per unit naturally drops significantly. To make a
more competitive offer for the given market, the device could have a price of $150. About
26

5,000 units sold yields an estimated $500,000 dollar profit per year. The device should not cost
any money to throughout its lifetime of operation.
Environmental
Supplementing sustainably energy has a positive environmental impact. It empowers the
energy harvesting system to operate as effectively and efficiently as possible. This device
intends to lessen environmental impact by producing electrical energy. The manufacturing
process including selling the device must be environmentally sound. The energy and materials
to manufacture a device can determine the sustainability of the device. Over the course of its
lifetime, the device must reduce carbon emissions more than the amount it takes for
production. This device directly impacts the use of rare metals and materials used in PCB
design. During the PCB fabrication process, toxic chemicals are used. Larger companies and
factories manufacture PCBs due to the dangerous chemicals involved.
Manufacturability
The processes required for manufacturing this product have been used for many years.
Sourcing the parts for this device could prove challenging. Contact with part manufacturers and
developing the supply would allow for smooth production and potentially further reduce costs.
Sustainability
A major concern of the sustainability of this device is the sourcing of the parts. Metals used in
electronics are in limited supply. Needlessly using materials in devices poses a great threat to
the sustainability of a device. The device must also have a lifetime to ensure that it can make a
meaningful positive impact on the carbon footprint. If the device quickly breaks down or
malfunctions, then it would not have made a significant impact to justify using it from a
sustainability standpoint. To ensure that it can accomplish this goal, it must have a long and
reliable lifetime. One upgrade that could improve the project design would be to make it
smaller. If the final PCB is smaller it will consume less copper to manufacture and thus be more
sustainable to produce.
Ethical
This project does not infringe in any way with the IEEE Code of Ethics. This project takes the
health and safety of people into account in the design and is intended to enrich the lives of the
users by providing them with sustainable energy and pushing for a more sustainable follows
the first code of ethics. This project represents an application of power electronics concepts
and ideas in a way that pushes for renewable energy.
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This project also follows the utilitarian approach to ethical decisions. The utilitarian approach
describes weighing the good impact versus the bad impact on people a given decision will have.
This project aims to have very little negative impact on people and aims to have a very positive
impact on the environment.
Manufacturing new products comes with the risk of not sourcing parts ethically. Many conflicts
around the world are over raw materials used in circuits and PCB fabrication. This project runs
the risk of adding to that conflict by adding further demand to unethical sources. Conscious
and intentional with decisions regarding this project and who it effects ensures a positive
impact.
Health and Safety
The largest concern for health and safety is that the enclosure for the device does not add any
danger or risk to a user. Ensuring the reliability of the enclosure and preventing any contact
with the user during the lifetime of the device ensures the safety of any users. This device can
also serve as an incentive to work out for a user. Producing energy and actively taking part in
making the world greener could push an individual to work harder and produce more energy.
Social and Political
This product impacts people that own a gym. This product impacts them by generating
supplemental power to their gym and can help reduce the costs of the gym. The product
should have no meaningful impact to someone during a working out but should work in a way
that does not inhibit them in any way. This product also impacts people working out using the
device. It could incentivize them to continue to work out more than they would if they know
that they are producing energy. This product also impacts power companies in a minor way.
This could change the amount of power they need to produce to keep cities powered.
Development
This project requires knowledge of PCB design using Eagle and general practices of designing
PCBs. Learning about Buck Boost converters and general power electronics design is crucial in
the design process of this device [1]. In the literature search I learned about designing BuckBoost converters and power PCB design. Developing with sources ensures good backing for
decisions in the design process and makes a successful design much more likely.
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Appendix B. Bill of Materials
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Appendix C. Various Simulations
April 2020

Vout-Red Power Q4-Blue Power Q3-Black Vin=5.1V Rload=260 Ohms
This is one of the first simulations from David Bolla’s Design schematic. The power dissipation
in the transistors showed that this design could not work. The voltage output appeared to
work, but the strain the devices in the converter would be far too much and there would need
to be a redesign.
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May 2020
Boost: 5.1V in Rload = 1K
Blue: Power in Q3: Average power: 55.5mW

Red: Power through Q4: Highest average Power Diss:899.7mW
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Boost: 15V in Rload = 1K
Power Through Q4: Average 55.5mW

Buck/Boost Vin = 36V Rload = 1K
Blue Power through Q1: 23.81mW
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Buck: Vin = 50V Rload = 1K
Blue: Q1 Red Q2
Power: 42.9mW, 13.935mW

Buck Vin = 60V Rload = 1K
Blue: Q1 Red Q2
Power: 89.93mW, 57.4mW
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Vout: Black Vin:Blue
Vin = Triangle wave Vlow = 30V VHigh = 50 Period = 30uS
Q1 power. Average power = .207W

These simulations were after I selected .3uF for my soft start capacitor. This are my different
test cases making sure that every input selection will not cause my design to fail. A large
concern was that the transistors would have too much power dissipated, but these different
test cases showed that they would be able to withstand the strain of operation.
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LTSpice Netlist
* C:\Users\nicho\OneDrive\Documents\School\Senior Project\LT8390 36V Final.asc
C1 N017 0 .1µ
C2 N019 0 4.7n Rser=27K Cpar=100p
V1 IN 0 PULSE(0 6 0 50u 500n 100m) Rser=2.5
R1 N005 N006 2m
C3 N009 N005 .1µ Rser=15m
M§Q2 N005 N007 0 0 BSZ100N06LS3
L1 N006 N004 47µ Rser=3m
R2 N001 OUT 15m
M§Q3 N001 N003 N004 N004 BSZ100N06LS3
M§Q4 N004 N008 0 0 BSZ100N06LS3
C4 N004 N010 .1µ Rser=15m
R3 N018 0 309K
R4 OUT N014 70K
C5 N012 0 4.7µ Rser=15m
C6 N015 0 .47µ
XU1 N007 N009 N005 N002 N005 N006 IN N012 N011 MP_01 N015 N015 N015 N001 OUT
N016 N013 N017 N014 N019 N018 0 NC_02 N001 N003 N004 N010 N008 0 LT8390
R5 N014 0 2K
R6 N013 N012 100K
R7 N011 0 165K
R8 IN N011 383K
Rload OUT 0 1k
C8 IN 0 4.7µ Rser=2m Lser=4.5n
C10 IN 0 4.7µ Rser=2m Lser=4.5n
C12 OUT 0 4.7µ Rser=15m
M§Q6 N004 N008 0 0 BSZ100N06LS3
M§Q1 IN N002 N005 N005 BSZ100N06LS3
M§Q5 IN N002 N005 N005 BSZ100N06LS3
C7 IN 0 2.5m Rser=2m Lser=4.5n
C9 OUT 0 4.7µ Rser=15m
C13 N001 0 4.7µ Rser=15m
C11 OUT 0 20µ Rser=15m
.lib C:\Users\nicho\OneDrive\Documents\LTspiceXVII\lib\cmp\standard.mos
.tran 0 100m 0 startup
sales representative for assistance. This circuit is distributed to customers only for use with LTC
parts.\n Copyright © 2017 Linear Technology Inc. All rights reserved.
* LT8390 - 60V Synchronous 4-Switch Buck-Boost Controller with Spread Sprectrum\nHigh
Efficiency 250W Buck-Boost Regulator\nInput: 5.1V to 60V
Output: 60V @ 25A, Fsw =
150kHz
.lib LT8390.sub
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.backanno
.end
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